
Scouting Report 

Name: Dalvin Cook School: Florida State    College Pos: RB   Pro Pos: RB  

Round: Top 20   RB Rank: 1   

Height: 5’10”  Weight: 210 Arm: 32 3/8  Hand: 9 1/4 

 Testing Results  

40-time: 4.49  225 Reps: 22  Vert: 30.5   Broad Jump: 116  

20 Yard Shuttle: 4.53  3-Cone: 7.27   

 

Strengths:  

* Good build for a running back with a low center of gravity. 

* Fundamentally solid, keeping feet under him and running with excellent balance; allowing him to 

break tackles. 

* Vision allows him to see cutback lanes and uses eyes to fool defenders  

* Good receiver out of the backfield. Has experience lining up at wide receiver  

* Runs with decisive style and doesn’t waste motion when he decides where to go. 

* Extremely quick and sudden 

* Big play ability. Able to finish big runs. Has a knack for finding the end zone 

 

Weaknesses: 

* Fumbles – has had a history of putting the ball on the ground at FSU with 13 career fumbles 

* Hands can be inconsistent – has some concentration drops 

* Pass protection can be inconsistent  

* Off-the-field concerns – multiple arrests combine with reports of hanging with a bad crowd 

* Had 3 shoulder surgeries, so medical evaluation will need extra attention.  

* Has an above average number of runs for negative yards.  

NFL Comparison: Edgerrin James  

Summary: A game changing running back that played in a pro-style offense at Florida State, Cook shows 

everything you would want in an every-down running back in the NFL. If Cook, like Tiki Barber, can clean 

up his fumbling issues, he will be an elite running back in the NFL. Character and medical will have to be 

heavily vetted before drafting Cook in the first round. Cook is the safest running back in this draft from a 

talent prospective and will be an instant contributor for any team that drafts him. 

Games Watched  

1. Louisville  2. North Carolina   3. Florida   4. Wake Forrest  

5. Clemson  6. Miami  7. Michigan  8. Boston College  

 


